
*Welcome back!  We sure missed you!!! 

Announcements/Reminders

The mission of Atoka Elementary School is to create a challenging learning environment that 
provides students for college and career readiness through academic, behavioral, and social achievement.

A PEEK AT OUR WEEK
Your 5th Grade Newsletter

January 4 - 8, 2021
Topics / Skills

Upcoming
Tests & Quizzes

R
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g Don Quixote: Character 
Traits, Plot Structure

*Homework QUIZ every 
Monday.
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Subject/Verb Agreement
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Review Persuasive Essays
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roots: 
hydr, aqua/aqu, mar/mer

*Spelling QUIZ on 
Thursday, 1/7.

M
a

th
*Review +/- Fractions
*Begin Multiplying 
Fractions and Whole 
Numbers (with and 
without models)

*Homework QUIZ every 
Monday.
*+/- Fractions QUIZ on 
Tuesday, 1/5.
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Unit 7: The Solar System 
and the Universe
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. Chapter 11: Impacts of 
War on the Homefront

*Open Book QUIZ on 
Friday, 1/8.

Skills/Topics & Tests

Resources
atokadreamteam.weebly.com

Family Learning Center - 475-5967

Wish List

January Birthdays

*Paper Towels

Brittany B. 1/6
Blayne J. 1/6

Brenden J. 1/13
Nancy S. 1/14
Adyson B. 1/18

Braxton W. 1/22
Valerie K. 1/24
Ryan B. 1/27

Abigail B. 1/29
TCS Vision for Literacy

 Tipton County students will become critical readers, writers, and 
thinkers who are self-directed in their learning. 
 Tipton County teachers will facilitate student-directed learning 
and develop strong readers by effectively implementing a high-
quality literacy curriculum that aligns to the science of reading.
1.   Explicit instruction of phonics and foundational skills in K-2.
2.  High-quality texts that systematically build background 
knowledge.
3.  A deep focus of textual evidence and the comprehension of texts’ 
key ideas and details.

S

Spelling Words
 roots: hydr, aqua/aqu, mar/mer 

dehydrate: to lost water or moisture; to become dry 
hydroelectric: related to electricity that is made from the 
energy of falling water 
hydrant: an upright pip with a spout, nozzle, or other outlet, 
usually in the street, for drawing water from a main pipe, 
especially for fighting fires 
aquatic: living or taking place in water 
aqueduct: a channel that has been built to carry water over 
long distances 
aquarium: a glass tank or bowl in which fish or other aquatic 
animals live 
aquifer: an underground layer or rock that water continually 
moves through 
marine: related to the sea; existing in or produced by the sea 
marina: a small harbor where small boats can dock 
maritime: on or near the sea 


